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The Africa Rice Sector
Salient Issues
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eliminate shortage of supplies, ensure strong consumer preferences, as well as appropriate 
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Rice Sector Development Policies
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level of new irrigation and non-irrigation investments required to achieve the potentials and the 
gains that would accrue from the investments, including in foreign exchange savings, new farming 
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challenge for participating countries is to develop and manage the right policies for creating 
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support to the government or technical assistance to government institutions implementing 
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The CIPRiSSA Business Case 
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value of a project as an investment, and the expected return on investment - net present value, 
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ERIS provided the Republic of Benin the needed decision-making tool in the 
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from the implementation of the project is determined from one or more rounds of decomposition 
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>;!	&
farming households targeted <$E<' <$'$ <$G$ <<$'% <<E#' <<% <<G'G <#<%
>;!	++	;/
6!+6!+/&='<= ='<= ='<= ='<= ='<= ='<= ='<= ='<=
Total number of upland 
rice farmers <=EE <G<=' <G%#' <G'G< <G%E <#<$ <%G <='
>;!	/
farming households targeted E<'%$ E#EG EE<=% EE'G E%=G# E'< E'%'G E=E%#
>;!	!~
farming households targeted <%= <<<< <%=< <G%$ <'#<G <''$ <=$$< <=%$=
Total number of farmers/
trainees targeted '%EE# ''G '=$=< 'G%$ '%E =<%E$ =#% =%<%
>;!		;+/
}/ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$
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;!		;+/
!/ <'=$G <'=% <'=< <'GE% <'G= <'#% <'=$ <=$<=
>;!		;+/
!
4/ '%EE# ''G '=$=< 'G%$ '%E =<%E$ =#% =%<%
>;!	+/
[/ %$ %$ %$ %$ %$ %$ %$ %$
>;!	+/
&!+
6+/ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$
>;!	/+/
}/ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$
PROJECTED STATISTICS ON RICE (Production, consumption import)
>;!	/+/
!/ ##% ##% ## ## ## ##' ##' ##=
>;!	/+/
!
4/ '%E '= '=< 'G ' =<% =E$ =%
4!/6 <'$GE <'%#< <'='G <=<## <=%G' <=GG <G#EG <G'#G
4!!&
6EGEG EGG% EE< E= %$#G %$=G %<# %<G#
4!!/
6 <=G #$# #$=E #<#E #<=% ###' ##= #EE%
4!!!~
6<G% <GG <E% <G$ #$#= #$=' #<# #<='
Total additional rice 
area (ha) =''< ==G =EG G$G# G## GEG$ GE% G'#
4!+!




4!	!!+J4<% <% <% <% < < < <
4!+J;4==$ =G' G$# G<G GE G# G' GG=
Production cost of the 
	!!+ #'=<# #=#<% #==#G #G#% #G=E #E%% #$ E$%GG
Production cost of the 
+ <%E$G= <=E<%% <'$E#E <'E%%< <''==< <=$$='E <=E%'$ <='#
Cost of storage, weighing, 
&j//!	+ <$%=G' <$'<E <$$< <<<E## <<E'$' <<% <<GE%$ <#$=#
!+!	+!!	
+ <E'$ <EGG <%<G <%%= <%=G <<$ <%# <=
4!!+!	
+&j//
&j//+! <'%#E# <'G<%%' <=<%%E# <=%G#<$ <=G#= <G<G#<= <G%%G' <G<'#'
&				*	
and foundation) <'=% <=$G''$ <=%#<'$ <=='%'% <G<<< <G%='# <GG%E' <##<<%
Fertilizer
4!4 #<GG ##E' ##G #EE #EG' #%E #%# #%=
4!>|4 <'$G <'%# <'== <=<# <=% <=G' <G#% <G'E
Total fertilizer (T) E== EG=G E'# %$%= %<E %##% %E<' %%<$
4!!+!	 $G<%E #=EG %G#$= 'G'% $#<G <$<<G# <$E%#' <$=$<
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4!!+!	>| <#$%%% <#E%GGE <#'$E# <#G='$= <E<%## <E%#G# <E=<E% <%$$G'E
4!!+!		H #<<=G= #<'#G#< ##$<%$ ##'=< #E$<%$ #E%G=% #%$G$E #%=E
!+!		H+&!
+! GG'<#' $< #%'%$ %%# '$#E G% <$$=E' <$#E$=
Total cost of fertilizer 
(including, packaging and 
distribution) E$$E=<% E$'== E<EE== E#$<<'E E#=$<'E EE%$G#$ E%<E<=# E%G=#'<
&#$				+$
!+!	}/ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$
!+!	!/ '=<# '=#%G '=E=% '=$E '='E' '===< '=$ 'G$<
!+!	!
4/ <#G= <E<% <E%< <E=$ <E <%# <% <%$





training =%$$ =%$$ =%$$ =%$$ =%$$ =%$$ =%$$ =%$$
&	#$		
		$	 $#<# $E$'# $E#<' $EE=E $EE% $E' $EG'G $%$%<
PROJECTED STATISTICS ON RICE (Production, consumption import)
'#97	*7		8
>;!	!+	!
fraction of the additional 
+ = = = = = = G G
>;!	&!~	!
a fraction of the additional 
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 GE G G' GG $ # E 
>;!	;
;/
machine <= <= <= <G <G <G < <
>;!	@?[&!+
	!	!!	6
!&!!   <$ <$ <$ <$ <$ <<
4!!+! %E=EGE %%=GG %GG %'' %G$G<' %#EEE $%<#= <'#$%
4!!+!	&!~
 #'#GE E$$' E$=%< E<$'%# E<''$ E#$=G E#'$'$ EE<%%G
4!!+!	4
6+6
 EGG<' EEE %$<<= %$<$ %<=#%% %#=G %E%<<# %%#G<
4!!+!	;;/
;6 %#$G$ %#< %E='#' %%'#' %<= %'%#'= %=E== %GE<<$
4!!+!	@?[ <G%E' <GG$< <<=# <#= <%<= #$E%$$ #$=%= #<<''
Total cost of machine/
equipment (US$) <=#%='G <=EG= <=%GEG <GE<<E <G'GE<# <$'E== <%E <G#'
Marketing and upgrading (cost)
!+!	/;/!
/&j//
 %<<' %<<' %<<' %<<' %<<' %<<' %<<' %<<'
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Cost of participation and 
X6!	 =%=E =%=E =%=E =%=E =%=E =%=E =%=E =%=E
!+!	;j/;&/+
 $' $' $' $' $' $' $' $'
!+!	6/6J/+
	!6&j//!	6
!; #%GE'' #E#% #G#%# #='#' #G#$#G #G=''< E$#=% E$GGE
Total cost of marketing and 
upgrading (US$) E<$'<$ E<%$ E#$%G' EEG==< E%%#=# E%$ E'%G E=<$GE
TOTAL COST WITHOUT 
NEW IRRIGATION 
SCHEMES =#<=%G =E%=% =%%%= ='$<$ ===G=E =%GE'E G<<<== G#'='=
Total additional irrigation
	#	+	/4/2	*#8		
+	#		*8																									=$$ =$$ =$$ =$$ =$$ =$$ =$$ =$$
Annual additional irrigation 
#	+	/4/2	*#8	
	+	#		
*+8	;	*89< =#EG =#EG =#EG =#EG =#EG =#EG =#EG =#EG
Total annual additional 
irrigated rice area  (ha) 
from CIPRiSSA (c) <=G #$# #$=E #<#E #<=% ###' ##= #EE%
(b)-(c) #'$ #<E <'% <<% $'% $<# %G %$%
Cost of new irrigation 
schemes from CIPRiSSA 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$#
4!+;J;[! ?+;{!/?X6//+[!
)$	0.H%		Estimated annual new investments costs versus annual foreign exchange 
 +/+	!!;!
E%' E% E'< E' E== EG E% %$# #$
$ $ $ $ <$ <$ <$ <$ ==
<%% <%G << < < <'# <'' <=$ <#'
#=% #G< #GG #% E$< E$ E<' E#% #EG=
#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$# 4!




















































































#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$#
Rainfed upland Irrigated Rainfed lowland 4!
)$	0.3%	?X&/+	!;!#"?X&!&!!
 &!!/$$$!+
#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$#
Post harvest training << << << << << << << <<
[/ $$% $$% $$% $$% $$% $$% $$% $$%
!
4/ E$ E<'' E#EG EE<# EEGG E%' E% E'#'
!/ ##G #E$ #E# #E% #E' #EG #%$ #%E




































































































#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$#




&+	0%	Projected estimates in required investments, production gains, land area, and  farming 
6!+6!+	!!#$<G
#$#
CÔTE D’IVOIRE 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
PROJECTED STATISTICS ON RICE (production, consumption import)
&
&!!4 #=='G #GGG<# E#EG E'#%G= %$'$G' %%'= $'# =<$<%%
Rice, production milled
J4%'=G< <=E#G= <%<E ##GE'=< #G%#< #G''##= EE<E$$% E=<<%
	!!;
J
!+;&!4 <G$%<$ <G='#=E <<E#% #$#E== #<<$# #<%=% ##G#==E #E=%$G%
	

$G' $# $ <<E <#< <E< <% <'








/4 <<G=E <#<%= <#%#= <#=<% <E$$G <EE$ <E'<G <EEE
Expected additional 
production from rainfed 
!~4G$E G#%G# G%%= G'%= GG$ $'=$ #G%# $''
Expected additional 
production from the 
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 <%E$$ <%E$$ <%E$$ <%E$$ <%E$$ <%E$$ <%E$$ <%E$$
Total number 
of Upland rice 










targeted <<%#% <<G<G= <#<$<= <#E< <#'GGE <##< <EE$EE <E'#<
Total number of 
farmers/trainees
targeted E$EG E<'GG E#EG$= EE<< EEG=' E%'#< E%%G E'#G'
PROJECTED STATISTICS ON RICE (production, consumption import)
>;!	
farmers targeted 
}/ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$
>;!	
farmers targeted 





training E$EG E<'GG E#EG$= EE<< EEG=' E%'#< E%%G E'#G'
>;!	
trainees targeted 





training <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$
>;!	
villages targeted 
}/ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$
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>;!	
villages targeted 





training E$ E<'' E#EG EE<# EEGG E%' E% E'#'
4!
/6 ==EG =<%= G$# G#G$$ G%'# G''E$ GG'<% $'%'
4!!&
6E%'%# EEG E'<% E'#% E==#< EGEG EE=% %$#E$
4!!/
6GGE $E #% % '= G <$<# <$E'
4!!!~
6<%%#G <%==E <<#= <%G <G'$ <'#%$ <''# <=$#=
Total additional 
rice area (ha) %E <$'< #<' EE %% ='G =$< G#E
4!+
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4G <$$ <$# <$ <$= <$ <<# <<%
4!+
J;4%#G%
%EG< %%G< %GE %'G= %=% %$E $<
Production cost 
of the foundation 
+ <#E#= <''=# #$<<#< #$'== #<$E%# #<<#$ ##$$<# ##$#<
Production cost of 
6+
 =$G%$ #GE#% <$<#=E <$EGE$<E <$'<G= <$G=$ <<<$'=% <<E=#'
Cost of storage, 
weighing,
&j//!	










+! <$#G%G <$E<E<# <$='''# <<$<E=E# <<#'E''$ <<<G' <<=G<' <#$$$<E
Total cost of 
	*	
and foundation) <$%$G= <$=#=G% <$=$=GE <<#<%$ <<%=%$$# <<=E%=$' <#$$<''' <##=$E%
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CÔTE D’IVOIRE 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
PROJECTED STATISTICS ON RICE (production, consumption import)
Fertilizer
4!4 EG =E =E <$$<G <$#% <$%G <$=#= <$=
4!>|4 ==EG =< G$ G#G$ G%' G''E GG'< $'
Total Fertilizer (T)             <=$' <=%G= <=GGG <G#G <G=<G <<%G <GG #$$E
4!!+!	
 EGGE%=' E=#'%% %$'E# %<=%< %#E<% %E<#E %%<'# %%%EE
4!!+!	>|
 G<E#$ <G= '$G==% '##'% 'E'GG'$ '<%G' '''EG$ 'G<''<%
4!!+!	
	H =$#=' #%$< <$<<#' <$EG%$$< <$'##$% <$G'G#< <<<<%E <<E=<$%=
!+!		H
transport and 





distribution) <E'E$' <%$$'$%' <%E#'%= <%'%=%$ <%$G<$ <EE%% <'G=E%$ <'$%G<#
&#$				+$
!+!	}
training #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$
!+!	!
/ G'$=G G''%% G=##% G=G<= GG%# G$%= G'G $EE=
!+!	!
4
/ '<< 'EE# '%=' ''#% '== 'E$ =$G =##
!+!	[













fraction of the 
!+ E E E E E E E E
>;!	&!~
	!	!
of the additional 
+ %$ %<G %#= %E= %%= %' %'= %==
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a fraction of 
the additional 
&!! EEG E% EE E'< E' E== EG' E
>;!	;

milling machine 'G ' =< =# =% = == =
>;!	@?[
&!+	!
a fraction of 
the additional 
&!! EG EG E %$ %< %# %E %%
4!!+!
 <#<# <=< #$%E#' #$$%= #<EGG# #<GGE# ##E$# ##$E
4!!+!	




 <''G< <'$%' <'%<<$E <'=G<$ <=< <=%=% <=%#% <GE#$G
4!!+!	;
milling machine 
 <=<#EG$ <=$G= <=$# <GE$''$ <G=<% <<%E#< <=''E #$$#$%
PROJECTED STATISTICS ON RICE (production, consumption import)
4!!+!	@?[
 =$#<E ='=$=G =G%E%G G$#$EE G#$<%< GEG'G G='=% G==<<G
Total cost 
of machine/
equipment (US$) '=G'<# 'E=%G =$E$$E =###E =%<E#' =G#E<# ==EE$ =#G%$E








	 =%=E =%=E =%=E =%=E =%=E =%=E =%=E =%=E
!+!	;j/
;&/+ $' $' $' $' $' $' $' $'
Cost of high 
J/+	!
6&j//
of the additional 
; <$<$%=< <$EE<G= <$'%% <<E%#G# <<G# <<G'<<G <#<%G$ <#=G#
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CÔTE D’IVOIRE 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
Total cost of 
marketing and 

















area (ha) from 
CIPRiSSA (c) GGE $E #% % '= G <$<# <$E'
(b)-(c) =G'= =G%= =G#' =G$ ==GE =='< ==EG ==<%
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$ $ $' $' $' $' $' $' %
$< $< $< $< $< $# $# $# <#
#E #E #% #% # # #' #= <=












#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$# 4!

















































































#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$#




#$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$#
}/ E$$ E$$ E$$ E$$ E$$ E$$ E$$
Post harvest training <$ <$ <$ <$ <$ <$ <$
[/ $$% $$% $$% $$% $$% $$% $$%
!
4/ #E# #EG< #%E% #%G #% #'$# #''$




























































































#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$#




&+	1%	Projected estimates for required investments, production gains, land area, and farming 
6!+6!+	!@6#$<G
#$#
2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
PROJECTED STATISTICS ON RICE (production, consumption import)
&&!!4=%GG< <<#<<<E <#G#G$ <%G#'=# <=$$=E <'$GE% ##% #E#$E
Rice, production milled 
J4 G%# '=#''G ==E'G E%$GE <$=%<' <#EE# <%'=#E <'GG#
	!!;
J
!+;&!4 <<<=#E <<'<G <#$G%'% <#'G$# <E$=$= <EEG <%<E=E# <%=$#G<
		 $# $G $'% $=% $G# $< <$% <<
ADDITIONAL GAIN FROM THE PROGRAM
Expected additional 
production from rainfed 
&4 <=$G <=#% <=%< <=G <==' <=% <G<# <GE<
Expected additional production 
	!;/4<=$< <=%< <=G# <G#E <G'' <$ <% <
Expected additional 
production from rainfed 
!~4 <%''E <$<E <E=# <=E <'<< <'% <'GE <=#=
Expected additional 
&!!	!;6E
!!/+4 <G$=E <G%= <GG% <E#$ <=' #$#$# #$' #<<#=
Expected additional 
production from 
6!!/!&!4 '#' '#=$ '#=< '#=# '#=E '#=% '#= '#='
Expected additional 
&&!!	!;
6&!/;4 #%E%# #%=% #<'' ## #'$# #'%=' #'E% #=%$E
Expected additional rice, 
	!!;J
	!;6&!/;4 <%'$ <%G% <$ <'<#E <'EG <''G$ <=$= <=G<#
Estimated  foreign 
exchange savings 
*6:		8 E#E' '#$EE< =<$%<G '<EE' '#E%$=E 'EE'E ''=%$< '=G'#
PRODUCERS AND AREA TARGETED
>;!	&
farming households 
targeted <##= <#E <#= <E$ <EEE <E'< <EG <%<G
>;!	++	;/
households targeted 
&<#$ <#$ <#$ <#$ <#$ <#$ <#$ <#$
Total number of upland 
rice farmers                                 #%== #$E ## # #GE #'<< #'E #''G
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2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
>;!	/
farming households 
targeted #<G' ##E= ##G #E%E #E= #%E #<$ #'
>;!	!~
farming households 
targeted <G<<% <G%= <GG <%%E <$= #$EG# #$G' #<E'=
Total  number of 
farmers/trainees
targeted ##==G #E#G' #EG$= #%E%$ #%GG= #%%' #'$<G #''$
>;!		;+
/}
training E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$
>;!		;+
/!




training ##==G #E#G' #EG$= #%E%$ #%GG= #%%' #'$<G #''$
>;!	+
/[
training %$ %$ %$ %$ %$ %$ %$ %$
>;!	+
/&!+6+
training <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$
>;!	/+
/}
training <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$
>;!	/+
/!




training ##G #EE #EG #%E #% #% #'$ #''
4!/6'% G## # '$G '### 'E'< '$ ''<
4!!&
6%E %= # = '# 'G =E =G
4!!/
6<E= <%$ <%E <%' <$ <E <= <'<
4!!!~
6##'% #E<G #E=% #%E$ #%GG #%G #'$ #'=<
Total additional rice 
area  (ha) #%% E$$ E$' E<E% E#$< E#' EEEG E%<$
4!+!
6#=< #G<' #GGE #< E$#< E$E E<'' E#%<
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J4' ' ' ' ' ' ' =
4!+
J;4#G ## #G E$ E<# E<G E#' EEE
Production cost of the 
	!!+ <<<'' <<%$G <<' <<$G <#<'= <#%E# <#=$% <#GE
Production cost of the 
+ =#'% G$%G ==% '<$= '#%$=# 'E==$ '<'=% ''=E
Cost of storage, 
~/6/&j//!	
+ EGG< E=$G %$G %<%GE %#%$E %EE% %%E<$ %#=
!+!	+!!	




+! '<<=G '##%G 'EGGE= '#=# ''=$$< 'G<# ''EE =<<GEE
Total cost of  seed 
*		
foundation) '#E<%% 'E''' '$%# ''%''$ '=<'G '%$# =$#EG =#%G<'
Fertilizer
4!4 G#E G%# G'< GG< $< ## %E '%
4!>|4 ' G#  '$ '## 'E' '$ ''
Total Fertilizer (T) <EE <%#% <%' <%G <#E <G <E <'#
4!!+!	 E%<'#' E%%<$ E=EG$ E'%# E=EG EG#%= E<##< %$$<
4!!+!	>| %#G#< %E==G< %%==E %= %'=G'= %=GEG$ %G<%' $$<=<
4!!+!		H
 ='G% =G=<< G$%E G#E<%< G%<='' G'$GEG GG$E'= $$E'
!+!		H
transport and 
+! E#$%< EE#EG= EE$G E%='<$ E%= E'E=% E=<G%% EG$E<#
Total cost of fertilizer 
(including, packaging 
and distribution) <$%GG= <<<=G <<%%G'< <<=$=# <<=#'E <##%%<< <###<< <#G$'=G
&#$		
		+$
!+!	}/ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$
!+!	!/ '#$<= '#$'E '#<<$ '#< '##$G '## '#E<< '#E'%
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2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
!+!	!
4
/ %' %'' %=' %G= %G $ #$ E#
!+!	[/ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$




training =%$$ =%$$ =%$$ =%$$ =%$$ =%$$ =%$$ =%$$
&	#$	
			




fraction of the additional 
+ < < < < < < < <
>;!	&!~
	!	!!	6




fraction of the additional 
&!! %< %< %# %E %E %% % %'
>;!	;
;/
machine G G G     
>;!	@?[
&!+	!	!
of the additional 
&!! %       
4!!+! ''E% ''E% ''E% ''E% ''E% ''E% ''E% ''E%
4!!+!	&!~
 <%'E#= <%EE <#E# <=%= <$E <'#%<$ <'G'# <'E'
4!!+!	4
6+6
 <GG'E' <<=GG <$<' <GE## #$<=$= #$<=E #$G=## #<#E'
4!!+!	;;/
;6 #$=G% #$##E #<#=% #<'E< ##$$%% ##EG# ##='= #E<''#
4!!+!	@?[ G<'' $'' #<G# E=%% E%% 'GE G''$ <$$E=G
Total cost of machine/
equipment (US$) ''#'' =$=%<% =<GG# =E$<= =%#%G= =%=%E ='=#% =G$<%'
Marketing and upgrading (cost)
!+!	/;/
!/
&j// %<<' %<<' %<<' %<<' %<<' %<<' %<<' %<<'
Cost of participation and 
X6!	
 =%=E =%=E =%=E =%=E =%=E =%=E =%=E =%=E
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2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
!+!	;j/
;&/+$' $' $' $' $' $' $' $'
!+!	6/6J
/+	!6&j/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of the additional milled 
 <#<%EE <#E%'# <#%$ <E%$# <E'E%$ <EG'G# <%'$ <%G$
Total cost of marketing 
and  upgrading (US$) <GE'== <G=$' <G==G% <'#' <GG% #$$#' #$=G$% #<$EE
TOTAL COST 





Annual additional irrigation 
#	+	/4/2	*#8	
+	#		*+8	;	*89<
Total annual additional 
irrigated rice area  (ha) 
from CIPRiSSA (c) <E= <%$
                    
<%E <%' <$ <E <= <'<
(b)-(c) <E= <%$ <%E <%' <$ <E <= <'<
Cost of new irrigation 
schemes  from 



























CIPRiSSA Results for Madagascar 
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Excluding the cost of new irrigation schemes, the estimated total investment for achieving 
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#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$#


























































































G% G' GG $ #  =  =E#
#%E #% # #'< #'= #=% #G$ #G= #<<'
'= ' =$ =# =% = == = GE
G#% G%E G'% GG% $' #= % =# =<'
#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$# 4!



















#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$#
Rainfed upland Irrigated Rainfed lowland 4!
)$	2.3%	?X&/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 &!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!+
#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$#
Post harvest training << << << << << << << <<
[/ $$% $$% $$% $$% $$% $$% $$% $$%
!
4/ %G=< %GG <$= #E$ E %GE '< =%
!/ #= E$< E$% E$G E<# E<' E#$ E#%



























































































#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$#
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PROJECTED STATISTICS ON RICE (production, consumption import)
&
&!!4 %E#< %===< #$<# ''$'< '<'$<% '=$E== =#E%< =E<E$
Rice, production 
;J4#'EE<= #G'=G= E<#$ E''<G= EGG$G< %##EE'= %=%<=# <'$%E
	!!;
J
!+;&!4 #<$E% #'<$G$ #=<#%# #G#EG< #E'G$ E$%#=G E<='%% EE$E$=
	

<$ <<$ << <#' <E# <EG <% <'
ADDITIONAL GAIN FROM THE PROGRAM
Expected additional 
production from 
	&4 #=$=# #==$= #GE= #$#E #=$% E$%$# E<<<= E<G%
Expected additional 
production from 
/4 #%$% #'$<% #''EGG #=#=G$ #=E#' #G'$# ##G# ##<
Expected additional 
production from 
	!~4 E$'E E<E=E E#<# E#G% EE'G# E%%G EE<' E'<'#
Expected additional 
production from the 
E!!/+4 E<<='< E<##' E#'G=$ EE%'= E%#=<E E$#$ EE# E'=E#
Expected additional 
&!!	!;6!!/
!&!4#=E #==% #= #G<= #G%$ #G'E #GG' #<$
Expected additional 
&&!!	!;




&!/;4 <GG=$G <E#$$ <== #<#'E% #<='G ###GGE #E%E= #%<$%=
Estimated foreign 
exchange savings 
*6:		8 '%#$$<$ ''%'#=< 'G$%#%% =%$##<$ ==G=#= ==#%= G#'%%<= G%##%<
PRODUCERS AND AREA TARGETED
>;!	&
 farming households
targeted %E<< %%'< %'$E' %=<E= %G#'% %%< $'$< <G<<
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farming households
/&= = = = = = = =
Total number 
of upland rice 








targeted E' %G%G '<'# =$G GGG '$#' '<=%< 'E##$
Total number of 
farmers/trainees
targeted %G=<E' %GG$< <$=%' ##== E$E %GE#G '<%'# =%<<
>;!		;/
}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/E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$
>;!		;+
/}
training #=# E$$G# E$%%% E$G< E<<% E<GE E<G< E#EGG
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;!		;+
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/%$ %$ %$ %$ %$ %$ %$ %$
>;!	+
/&!+
harvest training <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$
>;!	/+
/}
training <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$
>;!	/+
/!




4/ %G=< %GG <$= #E$ E %GE '< =%
Total rice area 
targeted (ha) <#<=G% <#%=$$ <#='G' <E$=%% <EEG=' <E=$G# <%$E'' <%E=#G
4!!&
6G%#E G'#$ GG## $#G #E %' '== $%
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4!!
lowland rice 
6 ''' 'G' =$#$ =<GG =E'< =E= ==<G =$E
Total additional 
rice area (ha) E%# %$E' %<E# %#E< %EE# %%E %%<G %'$#
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+





+J4 ' =< =# =% =' =G G$ G<
4!+
J;4 ## E% %G# '<E =%= GG '$#' '<=$
Production cost of 
the foundation seed 
 <EG$E <E$%% <%#E'E <%='# <%#%E <#G$' <'%' <'$<E
Production cost of 
6+
 E%$E#G 'E$ =##<$ <$$#'E<= <$#''$%E <$<<## <$='#GE <<$#$#=
Cost of storage, 
weighing,
&j//!	
+ =<<'%G =#G'=' =%'<<# ='E'= =G##< G$$=E G#$<% GE=='
!+!	+!
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+! <$$'##=< <$E$#G$= <$%<<= <$G$<EE= <<$'<< <<E#%$G% <<%$% <<G=###%
Total cost of seed 
*		
foundation) <$<G$=% <$%%<G< <$'<%G$ <$%=$ <<#$GG% <<%='G< <<=<E'$ <#$E#%<=
Fertilizer
4!4 <==$ <G<E% <G'G <$<E <%' <E #$%<E #$$#
4!>|4 <#<=G <#%=$ <#=' <E$=% <EEGG <E=$G <%$E= <%E=E
Total Fertilizer (T) #GGG E$'$% E<EE= E#$G= E#G' EE'%E E%%% E#=
4!!+!	
 =E%E#% =#%< ==$=E# =G$E=' G$=%# G#=E$' G%=<E#' G'=%E%%
4!!+!	>|
 <G<E E==% '$#$#$ GE<= <$$'=%% <$E$G=% <$%G= <$G$GE#
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transport and 





distribution) #E%GE#% #%$%=EG #%'#<=E< ##<<%G #G<#$ #'%EEG= #=$'=#G #==<G$G
&#$				+$
!+!	}
training #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$
!+!	!
training G%E <E <$$ <$<=<< <$#G$ <$%$<' <$#<$ <$'%E#
!+!	!
4
training =%E =' <$#< <$%'$ <$=<$ <$'= <<## <<%G
!+!	[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/ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$
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of the additional 





&!! #% E= % 'E =' $ '$% '<G
>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

milling machine <$ <$= <<$ <<E << <<G <#< <#%
>;!	@?[
&!+	!
a fraction of 
the additional 
&!! G '$ '< 'E '% '' '= '
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milling machine 
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Total cost 
of machine/
equipment (US$) <#%#<= <#=#<G#' <E$## <EEE''% <E'<=< <EG<EEG <%E<EEE <%'=E%E
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Total cost of 
marketing and 
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area (ha) from 
CIPRiSSA (c) #%E$' #%G$ #%G= #'$G #'=# #=E'' #G$#E #G'
(b)-(c) <G$' <G'%$ <#E= <G%G #$%= #<<<' #<==E ##%%
Cost of new 
irrigation schemes 
from CIPRiSSA 
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do not envision an autonomous status for the northern regions, it gives a stronger impetus to 
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E<% E<= E#$ E#E E#' E# EE# EE' #G
<' <' <' <= <= <G <G <G <E'
 =  <$# <$% <$' <$ <<# G#E
<G< <G' <$ < < #$% #$ #<% <==
#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$# 4!














































































#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$#
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Post harvest training << << << << << << << <<
[/ $$% $$% $$% $$% $$% $$% $$% $$%
!
4/ #%#E #%'# #$# #%E #G #'# #'=E #=<G
!/ <= <G < <'$ <'< <'# <'E <'%























































































#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$#
Upland farming Irrigated farming }!~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/$$$6!+6!+
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MALI 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
PROJECTED STATISTICS ON RICE (production, consumption import)
&&!!
4 #'%#E' E#<<%E E%=#= E='%<$ %$GE='< %%#%E#= %=E#% <E$E<
Rice, production milled 
J4 <==G%# <#'G'E #$G=% #E=%=# #=#=' #=G=E#' E<<'%< EE=%=$
	!!;
J
!+;&!4<G<$#E <#$'% #$$#$'= #$G#<$ #<'%E ###$E #E%#<E #%EG#$
	

 $' <$$ <$% <<% << <#% <EE <E
ADDITIONAL GAIN FROM THE PROGRAM
Expected additional 
production from rainfed 
&4 <$''<< <$='=# <$G=G <$G=$ <<<$<$ <<#<=' <<EE=$ <<%E
Expected additional 
production from 
/4#$=E #<$E #<%% ##$%G ##'E #E$< #E'E< #%<G%
Expected additional 
production from rainfed 
!~4 '$<'' '<'$E 'E$= '%GE ''<#' '==$= 'E#' =$GE
Expected additional 
&!!	!;6E
!!/+4 <G=E$ <$E#G <EE=G <'$< <' #$#=% #$'E#= #$='<
Expected additional 
production from 
6!!/!&!4 EEE E%$ E%= E% E'< E' E=' EG%
Expected additional 
&&!!	!;




&!/;4 <<%E$ <<'E#< <<G< <#'$E <#G$% <E$<## <E'%E= <EG'=%
Estimated foreign 
exchange savings 
*6:		8 %<G#G= %#%=%=$ %E<E'%'G %'%$EE %=<EG'== %=G<%%% $%=E=%% <##==
PRODUCERS and AREA TARGETED
>;!	&
farming households 
targeted 'EG'' 'E '''G 'G= =$##< =<$' =E'E# =E
>;!	++
farming households 
/& ==='G ==='G ==='G ==='G ==='G ==='G ==='G ==='G
Total number of 
upland rice farmers <%<'E% <%E<'= <%%=E= <%'E%% <%=$ <%'= <<%$< <E<'G
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>;!	/
farming households 
targeted #%' ## #'<%G #'= #=EG% #G$# #G'G< #E#
>;!	!~
farming households 
targeted ='=% ==%G# =EE% G<#E$ GE<=< G< G=< G#G$
Total number of 
farmers/trainees
targeted #%##=G #%'#$< #$#< #%EEE #G% #'#G #'=#== #=<G$$
>;!		;+
/}
training E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$
>;!		;+
/!




training #%##=G #%'#$< #$#< #%EEE #G% #'#G #'=#== #=<G$$
>;!	+
/[
training %$ %$ %$ %$ %$ %$ %$ %$
>;!	+
/&!+
harvest training <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$
>;!	/+
/}
training <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$
>;!	/+
/!




training #%#E #%'# #$# #%E #G #'# #'=E #=<G
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/6'$' '<$ '# 'EGE '%'E' '=< ''G< '=$
4!!&
6 E<%<= E<=$% E< E#E$$ E#'$ E## EE#%G EE=
4!!
/6 <'< <= <'E% <'=# <=<# <=# <=E <GE
4!!!~
6 % 'G <= <$<% <$E' <$'% <$G <<<'$
Total additional rice 
area (ha) %#%E= %#G= %E$ %%<#' %%=<= %E#< %%$ %'=%
4!+
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4!+
J;4 EE#$ EE=# E%#% E%=G EEE E$ E'%G E=$=
Production cost of the 
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!+ <%''<% <%G=% <$E <E<=E <%' <=G<# <'$#< <'#'='
Production cost of the 
+ =%%%%$ ='$%G ==<G<< =GE%<$ =#G<$ G$=%E'$ G<GG#= GE#'#G<
Cost of storage, 
~/6/&j//!	
+ %<G< %GGG %''$ %=EE% %G$$G %GG'$E %'%G# $%<
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!	+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+! =<%< G$'$G< G<GE% GE<#G=G G%E<GE G'G<G G=$$G GGE'='
Total cost of seed 
*		
foundation) G$G$' G#<=GE$ GE%$%' G%''$< G%'%= G=#'EE$ GG'<<=E G##
Fertilizer
4!4 =E< =%%E ==% ==$G =G%' =G' G<E$ G#=G
4!>|4 '$= '< '# 'EG '%'% '=< ''G# '=
Total Fertilizer (T) <EE=# <EG <EG# <%$'' <%E$ <%G <%G<# <$=E
4!!+!	
 E$E=#< E$GGG#= E<%E#$G E<GG% E#<= EE<%E$G EE=%<$$ E%EE#G
4!!+!	>|
 %%G#E %'#GG# %=$%<<# %=G<% %G'$'% %%<=E $#%= <$GEG
4!!+!		H
=$%% ==<=%<$ =G%=E#$ =G$E% G<<'=$ G#'$'< GEG$$ G%<''
!+!		H
transport and 
+! E<#<$<$ E<=E==$ E##=== E#GE<#$ EEE==< EE==G# E%=<G E<G$<%
Total cost of fertilizer 
(including, packaging 
and distribution) <$=<<E <$G<<G$ <<$=<<= <<#'E%' <<%'E%# <<'EG%E <<G'$G <#$'E<G$
&#$				+$
!+!	}/ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$
!+!	!/ 'G<# ''$G< ''E' '''EG ''#' '=### '=#% '=GE%
!+!	!
4
/ %G%' %#% $$% $G= <=< #= E%' %E'
!+!	[/ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$




training =%$$ =%$$ =%$$ =%$$ =%$$ =%$$ =%$$ =%$$
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	
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	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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 E<G E#E E#G EEE EE E%% E$ E'
>;!	;
;/
;6'% ' '' '= 'G ' =$ =<
>;!	@?[
&!+	!
a fraction of the 
!&!! E E' E' E= EG EG E %$
4!!+! E%<=$ EE##< E'<%'' E'$ E=G EG=%$G E'%=% %$==
4!!+!	&!~
 #<E$$ #<==< #<G<## ##<E<GG ##%<#' ##=<E #E$<%$ #EE#E%G
4!!+!	4
6+6
 <%=#<$ <$#E%E <#'$E< <$#GG <=<#= <'$$'# <'#''$G <'E#=G
4!!+!	;
;/;6 <'<E'G% <'EG#$ <''%='# <'<##E <=<GE#$ <=%'$'G <==%%G< <G$E='
4!!+!	@?[
 =$'=E =<G$# =#E< =%$%% =#G< ='%=# ===%#$ =$<'=
Total cost of machine/
equipment (US$) '#=G' 'E=$##G '%''=E# ''# ''''=%% '==$E' 'G='%=# 'G<#'
Marketing and upgrading (cost)
!+!	/;/
!/&j//
%<<' %<<' %<<' %<<' %<<' %<<' %<<' %<<'
Cost of participation 
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X6!
	=%=E =%=E =%=E =%=E =%=E =%=E =%=E =%=E
!+!	;j/
;&/+ $' $' $' $' $' $' $' $'
!+!	6/6J/+
	!6&j//!	6
!;##E< '=<#E G#E=# <$%=GG' <$'%'=' <$G<G'G <<E%E== <<#==
Total cost of 
marketing and 




SCHEMES #''$#E= #=$<%<<$ #=%E#= #=<<%#G #GE<#$ #GG$<'# ##==#$ #==$%
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Total additional irrigation
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*+8	;	*89< #==G #==G #==G #==G #==G #==G #==G #==G
Total annual 
additional irrigated 
rice area  (ha) from 
CIPRiSSA (c) <'< <= <'E% <'=# <=<# <=# <=E <GE
(b)-(c) <#<= <<G< <<%E <<$ <$'' <$#' G %E
Cost of new irrigation 
schemes  from 
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#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$#
4!+;J;[! ?+;{!/?X6//+[!
)$	H.H%	?+;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~+;+!+++++/+	!>/;!
#<$ #<% #<G ##< ## ## #EE #EG <=GG
#= #G #G # E$ E< E< E# #E'
<=' <G$ <G <G <E <G #$E #$G <E#
E$G E< E#E EE< EE E%= E E'% #'G#
#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$# 4!

















































































#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$#
Rainfed upland Irrigated Rainfed lowland 4!
)$	H.3%	?X&/+	!;>/#"?X&!&!!
&!!/$$$!+
#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$#
Post harvest training << << << << << << << <<
[/ $$% $$% $$% $$% $$% $$% $$% $$%
!
4/ #GG #% E$<% E$G< E<% E#< E#< EE'%
!/ ##= ## #E< #EE #E #E= #%$ #%#


























































































#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$#
Upland farming Irrigated farming }!~	;/ 4!
)$	H.,,%	?X&/+	!;>/%">;!	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+6!+   
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/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&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	H%	Projected estimates of required investments, production gains, land area,    
 	;/6!+6!+	!>/#$<G
#$#
NIGERIA 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
PROJECTED STATISTICS ON RICE (Production, consumption import)
&
&!!4GGE$#< '%#% <$%G$'EG <<E==='E <#E<'G# <E%$G'' <%'=# <G$#=G=
Rice, production 
;J4EEG<# =#% '#GGEGE =<'=< ==G<'$ G%%='% %'<GG <$#=<G<#
Rice, food 
;J
!+;&!4'#G<' '#$<E# '%%EG# '=$=E= '='< =#%'== =%%G'% =G%''
	

$G $E $G <$= <<# <<' <# <E<
ADDITIONAL GAIN FROM THE PROGRAM
Expected additional 
production from rainfed




/4 #='$% #G#'' #G%E #'E= E$E%= E<$=% E<G< E#G#
Expected additional 
production from 
	!~4<#E<% <#'<$G <#<E# <E### <E%$< <EG'%G <%<=% <%E=
Expected additional
production from the 
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PRODUCERS and AREA TARGETED
>;!	&
rice farming
6!+6!+/G<E#G GE#=' G#=< G=E<E G%$ <%' E=%$ G
>;!	++
farming households 
/&#E$$ #E$$ #E$$ #E$$ #E$$ #E$$ #E$$ #E$$
Total number 
of upland rice 
farmers <$%E=G <$'E#' <$GE#< <<$E'E <<#% <<%' <<'=$ <<$E
>;!	/
rice farming households 
/%EEE %%E# %% %'% %=''$ %GG$# %=# <<=$
>;!	!~
farming households 
/<%$== <%%<' <%='<E <<<E <%==G <G%< <'### <''<G
Total number of 
farmers/trainees
targeted #GG<$ #%G=E E$<EG E$G$'< E<%GE E#<G$ E#$% EE'E$
>;!	
farmers targeted 
}/ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$ E$$$
>;!	
farmers targeted 





training #GG<$ #%G=E E$<EG E$G$'< E<%GE E#<G$ E#$% EE'E$
>;!	
trainees targeted 





training <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$
>;!	
villages targeted 
}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/ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$
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;!	/+
/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irrigated rice 
6 #=<$ #==% #G%< #$ #= E$$ E<#E E<G
4!!
lowland rice 
6 <== <G$< <G%# <GG% <E%= <G<< #$#G= #$==E
Total additional 
rice area (ha) %<E< %#<=< %E$%E %EE= %%G# %=G %'=%G %==E<
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+
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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
seed
J;4 E= EG%< E# %$<$ %$G %<GG %#G$ %E=
Production cost of 
the foundation 
+<%='' <G$'= <'<%%G <'%<< <'G%' <=#$G' <=G$% <='<$
Production cost 
!	6
+ G$##'$ G<%%'E GE=$%< G$=%% G=EE#E G#%EE< <<=G=' E<'$''
Cost of storage, 
weighing,
&j//!	
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Total cost of 
	*	
and foundation) G'$E GGG<<# $=#%'< #'=E %'G#<G '=E#%= GGE<G <$$G<G=
Fertilizer
4!4 <% =# %G <$<=E <$%$E <$'EG <$GG$ <<<#=
4!>|4 =#<E =E=# =E ==$# =G=# G$%= G##' G%<$
Total Fertilizer (T)          <'=#= <=<$< <=%GE <=G=% <G#= <G'G' <<$' <E'
4!!+!	
E%G%= %$E=E %<#G%E %##<'# %E<=<' %%<%E= %<$# %'<==$
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!+!	
	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transport and 





distribution) <E#='E <E=##= <EG=$E <%<G$G <%$#G% <%G#='$ <<'$G <$<%'
&#$				+$
!+!	}
training #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$
!+!	!
/ GGE# $%<< <$$E <'<$ ##E< #G'= E<G %<G
!+!	!
4
/==$ G= '$#G '<'< '#G '%EG 'G< '=#G
!+!	[
training <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$
Cost of post-harvest 
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&!~	!
a fraction of the 




fraction of the additional 
&!!E=' EG% EE %$< %<$ %< %#G %E=
>;!	;
;/
;6= == = G$ G# G% G' G=
>;!	@?[&!+
	!	!!	6
!&!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power tiller 
 #$<#=E #$E= #$G#< #<EGG' #<G##E ###G$% ##=%#= #E#<=%
4!!+!	4
thresher-cleaner
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milling machine 
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!	@?[
E='E''' EG%%=E E#=%## %$<## %$<E# %<GG$$ %#=<GE %E=#%'E
Total cost of 
machine/
equipment  (US$) <$$E%=$E <$#%'' <$%'=% <$'#$# <$#'$#$ <<<'#E== <<%$%%$= <<'##%'
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Cost of high 
J/+	!
6&j//
of the additional 
; <<#'<G <<$=E <<=EE <#'$=# <#GG#=% <E<'#E# <EG= <%<=G$<
Total cost of 
marketing and 
upgrading











(a) > > > > > > > >
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area (ha) from 
CIPRiSSA (c)
#=<$ #==% #G%< #$ #= E$$ E<#E E<G
(b)-(c) - - - - - - - -
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)$	<.H% Estimated annual new investments costs versus annual foreign exchange 
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#$ #<% #< ##% #E$ #E #%< #%= <G#
$=E $=% $=' $=G $G$ $G< $GE $G 'E$
' G <$< <$E <$' <$G <<< <<E GE
#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$# 4!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#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$#
Rainfed upland Irrigated Rainfed lowland 4!
)$	<.3%?X&/+	!;/#"?X&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&   
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Post harvest training << << << << << << << <<
[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/ $$% $$% $$% $$% $$% $$% $$% $$%
!
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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#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$#
Upland farming Irrigated farming }!~	;/ 4!
)$	<.,,%?X&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PROJECTED STATISTICS ON RICE (Production, consumption import)
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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Rice, production 
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ADDITIONAL GAIN FROM THE PROGRAM
Expected additional 
production from 
	&4 EEE E'<E' E'= E=== EG'= EEG %$%%$ %<E'%
Expected additional 
production from 
/4 E$='' E<$# E##= EE$E$ EEG#< E%'E< E%'< E'E<$
Expected additional 
production from 
	!~4 %E# %%E# %E' %'%E %=E %G' %G$ $G
Expected additional 
production from the 
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production from the 




&!/;4 %E$ %%% %$ %GG'' %=G <<<' E%# <=%
Estimated foreign 
exchange savings 
*6:		8 <'<EG <'<G<G <'G<< <G#==<G= <G'<<E <<<$ #$#'E<< #$=#'<
PRODUCERS AND AREA TARGETED
>;!	&
farming households 
/%<'G$ %#'== %E'= %%=%# %G<< %'$= %G$# %<==
>;!	++
farming households 
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&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Total number 
of upland rice 








targeted =G E '$= '#< 'E' '<' ''=$ 'G#=
Total number of 
farmers/trainees
targeted G#G#G G%='# G'=%# GG==$ $G%= #=E << =EG<
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harvest training <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$
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;!	/+
/}
training <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$ <$$
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6#$=$= #<<$ #<'G' ##<E ##=<# #E#%E #E=GG #%E%
4!!
upland rice 
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lowland rice 
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Production cost of 
the foundation seed 
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Cost of storage, 
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Total cost of seed 
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Fertilizer
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Total cost of fertilizer
(including, packaging
and distribution)             E=$<<# E=G==#% EG='E= E'=<G %$'$<=G %<E$ %##GG= %E#=#%
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Cost of post-harvest 
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Total cost 
of machine/
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Cost of participation to 
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Total cost of 
marketing and 


















area (ha) from 
CIPRiSSA (c) #$$ #<%$ #<< ##%% ##G #EE #%$ #%'=
(b)-(c) $G= $E= GG' GEE GGG$ GG# G='G G=<$
Cost of new 
irrigation schemes 
from CIPRiSSA 
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)$	3.2% Estimated annual new investments costs versus annual foreign exchange 
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Upland farming }!~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PROJECTED STATISTICS ON RICE (Production, consumption import)
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Rice, production 
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Expected additional 
production from rainfed 
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Expected additional 
production from the 
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Expected additional 
production from 
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 production from the
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Expected additional rice, 
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Estimated foreign 
exchange savings 
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farming households 
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of upland rice 
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villages targeted 
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upland rice
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irrigated rice 
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lowland rice 
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Production cost of 
the foundation 
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Production cost of 
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Cost of storage, 
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Fertilizer
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Cost of participation 
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of the additional milled 
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Cost of new 
irrigation schemes 
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#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$#
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#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$#
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)$	,,.H%	Estimated annual new investments costs versus annual foreign exchange savings 
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$E $E $E $E $E $E $E $E #E
%E %% % %' %= %G % $ E=<
'% '' '= ' =$ =# =% =' =
#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$# 4!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#$<G #$< #$#$ #$#< #$## #$#E #$#% #$#
Post harvest training << << << << << << << <<
[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/ $$% $$% $$% $$% $$% $$% $$% $$%
!
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/ 'G= =$# =<' =E< =%= ='# ==G =
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+	,,%	Projected estimates in required investments requirement, production 
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UGANDA 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
PROJECTED STATISTICS ON RICE (production, consumption import)
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!4#GE=$$ E$$=## E<G=' EE=G< EG<' E=' %$#%E% %#'G$
Rice, production 
;J4 <=$##$ <G$%EE <<# #<#G=< ##'%% #E<G# #'<G# #==#==
	!!;
J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+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!4 #<<'G ##$<'' ##G=# #EG<E< #%='' #='E #'=G' #=GG$
	

$G$ $G# $G% $G $< $E $G <$$
ADDITIONAL GAIN FROM THE PROGRAM
Expected additional 
production from 
	&4 #%=#G #<#= #E ## #'EG$ #'G<G #=#'= #==#'
Expected additional 
production from 
/4#=GE #G% #<' #G E$' E<#G E#$# E#=G
Expected additional 
production from 
	!~4 #=<'< #=G<< #G%== #<G #G' E$=< E<E$E E#$#
Expected additional 
production from the 
E!!/+4 %'=E =G= '#G G$' ## '$<= '<==< 'E$
Expected additional 
production from 
6!!/!&!4<EG$ <EGE <EG <EGG <E< <EE <E' <E
Expected additional 
&&!!
	!;6&!/;4 '$E =<' GE<E %G% '$'GE '<<$ 'E<'= '%%
Expected additional rice, 
	!!;J
	!;6&!/;4EE'E# E%E$# E%GG E=%= EG#E$ E$$E %<$ %<G'
Estimated Foreign 
exchange savings 
*6:		8 <#E$G$EG <#$'EG <#=$'$ <EG#E% <%$%=$ <%EG#<$% <#<''= <#%<E<
PRODUCERS AND AREA TARGETED
>;!	&
rice farming households 
/#<'#G ##<%E ##'=$ #E#<< #E='% #%EE$ #%<$ #$%
>;!	++
farming households 
/&G=GE G=GE G=GE G=GE G=GE G=GE G=GE G=GE
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Total number of 
upland rice farmers E$%<< E$#' E<%% E<% E#%= EE<<E EE'E E%#G=
>;!	/
 farming households 
/%#%$ %E%$ %%%E %%G %' %=' %G=G %E
>;!	!~
farming households 
/E%$G$ E%G E=E$ E'G E=%'< EGEG E#=' %$#<'
Total number of farmers/
trainees targeted                'G=E< =$<'< =<'#= =E<#= =%''E ='#E' ==G%= =%'
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;!		;+
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4!
/6<=<GE <=%$ <=$= <G#G# <G''' <$ <%'# <G=%
4!!&
6'#< 'E%G '%%= '%G ''< '=G 'G'' '=G
4!!/
6#' #=< #=G #G% #< #G E$ E<#
4!!!~
6%#'$ %E'# %%'' %=E %'GE %= %$ $#=
Total additional 
rice area (ha) <$==' <$G< <<<$ <<%$ <<'# <<G$ <#$G< <#E<=
4!+
!6 '%$= ''$ '=<' 'G=' =$%< =#$ =EG< ==
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4 #$ #< #< ## ## ## #E #E
4!+
J;4 # %E 'E GE <$$E <$#% <$% <$'=
Production cost of 
the foundation seed 
 %$$# %$GE$ %<'$ %#%$ %EE% %%#E$ %<E< %'$
Production cost of 
6+
 #$##=# #$'' #<<<'E #<%E$ #<= ##%#=%< ##GG= #EE%=E
Cost of storage, 
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/
!	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+ <#GE <#G%<% <E<$< <EE=< <E'<= <EE%G <%##%G <%#<=
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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 #<''E #<G'# ##%%#$$ ##G'$# #EE'$E #EGE=$$ #%E#%$ #%G#E=$
Total cost of seed 
*		
foundation) #<'E ##%$'# ##GG$ #EE#$< #E=%%E #%#=E$ #%==G# ##G%#
Fertilizer
4!4 #<= ##%% ##E #E%# #EE #%% #%G #E
4!>|4 <=<G <=% <=< <G#G <G'= <$' <%' <G=
Total Fertilizer (T) E<' E %$GE %<=$ %#'$ %E< %%%% %%$
$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
4!!+!	
<<G'% E<%G <#< =#$'' E<$ <$<%'%G <$E'=$G <$#G
4!!+!	>|
<##<E <E<$E' <E%'= <E=%=G# <%$E''E <%EE#E= <%'E#$ <%%E$
4!!+!		H
 ##$%$$E ##$%% ##G<$$ #E%'G% #E'='G #%%=GG #$$##G #EG#G
!+!		H
4+&!
+!<EGG EE#E E$G' =EE% %<$ <$<%G <$E=#< <$'#$
$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $
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Total cost of 
fertilizer (including, 
packaging and 
distribution) E<<=GGG E<GE=%= E#<<G EE#$#%E EE$G E%'EE' EE=< E'<E%%
&#$				+$
!+!	}
training #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$ #$$$$$
!+!	!
training '==' '=G 'G$EE 'G<' 'GE$ 'G%# 'GG 'G=%G
!+!	!
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/ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$ <'$$$$
Cost of post-harvest 
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;!	;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/
;6< < < #$ #$ #< #< #<
>;!	@?[&!+
	!	!!	6
!&!!# E %  ' = G '$
4!!+!
 G'<<  '<%<E '#G' '%E< 'G=E '=%E# '$#G
4!!+!	&!~




 %E%E=$ %%E$#E %<GG% %'$= %=$#%G %=='# %G$% %%G<
4!!+!	;
milling machine 
 %=EGG %GE#G %#'% $#G'# <#G #EE== E%$$ %%GGG
4!!+!	@?[
<$EG$<E <$G'< <$=G' <<$<%= <<#E=$ <<%'%G' <<'='= <<E'$=
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Total cost of machine/
equipment (US$) ##G<$ #'$EE<% #'$E$ #=$=G= #='##< #G<==%% #G=%'$' #E#GEE




 %<<' %<<' %<<' %<<' %<<' %<<' %<<' %<<'
Cost of participation 
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
	=%=E =%=E =%=E =%=E =%=E =%=E =%=E =%=E
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/
;&/+ $' $' $' $' $' $' $' $'
!+!	6/6J
/+	!6&j//
of the additional milled 
#='#E #G<E #$G= E<<= E<=G E#%#G' E%<E= E%GEE#
Total cost of marketing
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89<																															<%$ <%$ <%$ <%$ <%$ <%$ <%$ <%$
Total annual additional 
irrigated rice area (ha) 
from CIPRiSSA (c)                  #' #=< #=G #G% #< #G E$ E<#
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About Africa Rice Center (AfricaRice)
AfricaRice is a leading pan-African research organization working to contribute 
to poverty alleviation and food security in Africa through research, development 
and partnership activities. AfricaRice is a CGIAR Research Center — part of a 
global research partnership for a food-secure future. It is also an intergovernmental 
association of African member countries. The Center was created in 1970 by 11 
African countries. Today its membership comprises 26 countries, covering West, 
Central, East and North African regions, namely Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, 
Central African Republic, Chad, Côte d’Ivoire, Democratic Republic of Congo, 
Egypt, Ethiopia, Gabon, The Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, 
Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Republic of Congo, Rwanda, 
Senegal, Sierra Leone, Togo and Uganda. AfricaRice headquarters is based in 
Côte d’Ivoire. Staff members are located in Côte d’Ivoire and also in AfricaRice 
research stations in Benin, Liberia, Madagascar, Nigeria, and Senegal. For more 
information, visit www.AfricaRice.org
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